Eric Litke
Reporter

June 10, 2014
Wisconsin Department of Justice
Legal Services Division
P.O. Box 7857
Madison, WI 53707‐7857
To whom it may concern,
I am writing on behalf of the Gannett Wisconsin Media Investigative Team, which represents 10 daily newspapers
around the state. In the course of filing hundreds of records request with entities around the state over the last
several years, we have run into multiple entities that have attempted to charge a per‐page “copy” fee for
electronic records. This has been imposed in cases where a PDF, for example, was forwarded via email without
ever being printed, or where a spreadsheet was sent and a cost calculated based on an arbitrary assigning of a
page‐count. (Note the page‐count would change dramatically for a large spreadsheet based on margins and sizing
choices, making this a far from consistent application of fees.) I have responded to attempts to charge this fee with
the potentially relevant portion of state statute:
19.35(3)(a) An authority may impose a fee upon the requester of a copy of a record which may not exceed
the actual, necessary and direct cost of reproduction and transcription of the record, unless a fee is
otherwise specifically established or authorized to be established by law.
However, I have found Marinette County unwilling to flex on what we consider an arbitrary and unauthorized
attempt to collect fees, so I am writing to request the DOJ weigh in on the matter. I believe a written
response/informal opinion would help lend clarity on this increasingly common element of public records fees,
both in this situation and other similar ones. I am not aware of any specific DOJ guidance on these types of fees.
Laura Mans, assistant finance director of Marinette County, noted in a 6/9/2014 email to me that, “Marinette
County charges .25/copy for paper as well as electronic reports.” Specifically, in response to a request for
overtime/comp payouts for county employees, Finance Director Patrick Kass said the county will charge the
.25/page rate for a 209‐page report that would be provided via email. The same rate was to be charged for a 104‐
page report on health care costs. The county also seeks to charge $4.75 for 19 “pages” of employee records that
were provided via email from Kass on 5/29/2014. Those “pages” consisted of seven PDF pages and a spreadsheet
that they calculated to equal 12 pages (documents attached). I ask that you address these elements separately, as
the PDF pages appear to be photocopies of documents that were at some point physically printed, while the
spreadsheet was purely electronic and would have required no physical printing at any point.
Gannett Wisconsin Media does not believe charging “copy” fees for electronic records — especially spreadsheets
— is authorized as “actual, necessary and direct costs,” since no physical printing is required and the task involves
merely a few clicks of the mouse to attach and forward a file via email. It also imposes an unfair burden on those
seeking large files, as any de minimis cost involved would be equal for a spreadsheet of 2 “pages” or 1,000
“pages,” but the requestors would be responsible for tremendously disparate fees.
Thank you in advance for your time and consideration.
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